Implementation of RFID Technology for Real-Time Materials Tracking Process in Construction Projects
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Abstract—The management of materials in construction projects is a key function that significantly contributes to the success of a project. Materials management is made problematic by materials shortages, delays in supply, price fluctuations, damage and wastage, and lack of storage space. Paper-based reports are mostly used to record and exchange information related to the materials component within a supply chain, which is problematic, error-prone, and inefficient. Generally, emerging technologies such as wireless system, bar-coding and RFID are not being adequately used to overcome human error and are not well integrated with project management systems to make the tracking and management of materials easier and faster. Thus, this study seeks to identify the potential employment of that technology focusing on RFID for materials management in construction projects. As a precursor to this work, a literature review on materials management and exploring RFID technology potentially being employ in materials tracking was conducted. The findings reveal the needs for more sophisticated materials management solutions to improve on-site materials tracking and inventory management processes. The paper concludes by presenting a real-time materials tracking process with RFID employment to improve materials management in the construction site.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Materials management is a vital function for improving productivity in construction projects. The management of materials should be considered at all the phases of the construction process and throughout the construction and production periods. This is because poor materials management can often affect the overall construction time, quality and budget. Reference [1] stated that it is important for planning and controlling of materials to ensure that the right quality and quantity of materials and installed equipment are appropriately specified in a timely manner, obtained at a reasonable cost, and are available when needed. The scope of the research will focus on space constraints due to the logistics in construction sites and particularly in large and complex projects. Many construction projects apply manual methods, not only for the tracking of materials, but also for materials management as a whole and this involves paper-based techniques and is problematic with many human errors.

There are various advantages in the implementation of ICT in materials management, as ICT has the potential to significantly improve the management of materials on site. Reference [2] stated that, a range of opportunities for construction organisations to invest in advanced information technology and telecommunications systems. In other areas of business, such as publications, advertisement and manufacturing the growth of ICT has been very rapid. ICT applications in the construction industry are now commonplace for facilitating procurement, collaboration and knowledge management [3]. For example, product procurement has such features as direct and indirect purchasing, electronic payment, and material aggregation which can be supported by ICT. This can eliminate paper work, lower product and operational costs, and reduce cycle times. ICT is used in materials management for cost estimating through involving well known software such as Microsoft Excel [4]. However, there is not much use of modern ICT tools (e.g. wireless communications, bar-coding and RFID) to facilitate materials management processes in tracking materials quickly, accurately, and easily. In general, the current practices in tracking materials on construction projects are undertaken manually and are excessively paper-based. Previous research projects have demonstrated the successful use of automated tracking technologies such as bar-coding in helping improving materials tracking in the construction site. This includes the
study of the use of bar-coding to provide instant and up-to-date information on quantities of materials exchanges between the storage keeper and the group leaders in term of the measurement of materials wastage [5]. Reference [6] have developed an automated schedule monitoring system to assist the managers to control the erection process for precast building construction by integrating bar-coding and Geographic Information System (GIS). In another study, was presented a data collection methodology that utilises both bar-coding and RFID technology to collect data (such as working hours and materials quantities) on construction sites and store the data in a central database for tracking project cost and schedule information [7].

All the above examples have shown the successful implementation of bar-coding in materials tracking processes. However, the use of the bar-coding system could involve many constraints such as it can easily be damaged, it cannot be read in direct sunlight, and it cannot withstand harsh conditions [8]. Thus, incorporate technologies such as RFID and wireless communications are expected to grow in usage to support materials management practices [9]. Recent study analyses the feasible utilisation of passive RFID technologies to automatically track the flow of structural steel components during shipping and receiving processes [10]. These technologies have been successfully used in other industry sectors such as manufacturing, retail, and transportation in improving logistics. There is potential to apply these in construction practices [3]. Therefore, the specific research is concerned with the potential employment of RFID technology in the resolution of the specific problem related to materials management on large and small construction projects.

II. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT IN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

The construction industry is the most significant industry in the economy and the successful measure with completion within time, budget, accordance with specification and satisfaction of stakeholders [11]. Construction is the process of physically erecting the project and putting construction equipment, materials, supplies, supervision, and management necessary to accomplish the work [12]. Construction projects are complex, with many organisations involved such as clients or owners, architects, engineers, contractors, suppliers and vendors. This includes the heterogeneous and often complex process of producing unique, large and immovable products with a supply of the resources (money, equipment, material, and labour).

As projects grow in scale and complexity, materials management becomes more difficult, often requiring the use of appropriate tools and techniques to ensure, amongst other things, that materials are delivered on time, stock levels are well managed, the construction schedule is not compromised, and that wastage is minimised. Materials management is especially problematic for large and complex projects, where sophisticated tools and techniques are necessary. The management of materials in complex construction projects needs adequate consideration due to the various elements involved and the importance of the project. Furthermore, the implementation of appropriate Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) could facilitate new management processes for complex projects. For example, the potential of emerging technologies such as wireless technologies and tagging technologies could have a strong impact on materials management processes in the future.

The improper handling and management of materials on construction sites has the potential to severely hamper project performance [13]. The result of improper handling and managing materials on site during construction process will influence the total project cost, time and the quality [14]. The costs of materials management may range from 30-80% of the total construction costs depending on the type of construction [15]. However, the total cost accounted 50-60% of construction projects is for construction materials and equipment [16]. Construction materials are major components on any project with value 50-60% [17]. Therefore, there is a need for efficient materials management in construction projects. This is because poor materials management will affect the overall construction time, quality and budget. Therefore, an effective materials management system is required in order to avoid problems, such as delays in a construction project.

Delays in materials supply have been found to be a major cause of time overruns [18]. Many factors accelerate the delay of project duration, however poor materials management can have a major effect on site activities. Reference [13] suggested that the main reasons for project delays on housing projects in Thailand were incomplete drawings, material management problems, organisation deficiencies, shortage of construction materials, and inefficiencies in site workers. Reference [18] also suggested that delays in materials supply was a major cause of time overrun. Thus, it would seem that materials delays are a major cause of delays in construction projects. There is also a need for an integrated material handling process from the design stage to the usage of materials. This could happen, with a good management system with the implementation of ICT in managing materials. Hence, a good materials management environment enables proper materials handling on construction sites.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF RFID TECHNOLOGY IN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

RFID technology has grown dramatically in usage by industries such as manufacturing, retail, distribution and etc. Nevertheless the RFID application has a short history in the construction industry. However, the construction sector in the UK has shown interest in how a number of applications such as tags can be incorporated into boilers and doors, also which can be used by most housing associations and facilities management (FM) for asset management systems [19]. Past experienced in the UK construction industry, work has been carried out into the use of RFID in quality control, logistics
tracking, system or component build, waste reduction, and asset management. RFID technology is becoming cheaper and should offer construction new opportunities to improve maintenance of assets. It can provide potential savings (money and efficiency) through:

- productivity improvements;
- availability of ‘real time’ data capture;
- job tracking;
- better quality control;
- better stock control;
- reduction in paperwork;
- reducing the incidents and associated cost of sending incorrect products to site;
- improvement in customer information;
- web-enabled customer information system;
- improved health and safety;
- allowing manufacturers to offer new value added maintenance services for their products.

Reference [20] stated that the RFID systems can also provide the industry with the potential to improve construction productivity, quality, safety, and economy, cutting labour and material costs and enhancing project schedules. According to Reference [21] mentioned that the use of RFID in the construction industry such as tracking and managing unique tagged materials through the supply chain and on the construction site. They also stated that examples of RFID applications in materials management are as follow:

- **Inventory tracking**: RFID systems can enable automatic, real-time, error-free tracking and inventory of unique materials through the supply chain from fabrication, transport, receipt, site storage, and issue to installation. For example, a pipe spool can be automatically identified as they are shipped and received and reduced error-prone in by current manually in identification, updating and immediately downloaded electronically into materials management systems without manual data entry.

- **Streamlined materials tracking and expediting**: an RFID-enabled process can deliver material status information earlier than the current manual processes, provide field planners with reliable advance information, and be able to optimise planning on schedule critical tasks or quickly find available work for crafts that might otherwise be temporarily under-utilised.

- **Accurate material status and inventories**: Provide accurate information about shipping, receiving, and inventory to avoid items missing, misplaces, or not received which can cause schedule disruption. This situation can easily be supported by using a handheld reader, for example, to confirm possession of material that may have been placed or moved to an incorrect location within a yard.

Many research projects have been conducted for the past few years to explore the possibility of implementing RFID technology in the construction industry. These include:

- The implementation of RFID technology to monitor planning of the materials usage in a water supply project which suffers from poor materials management due to the complex operational environment [22];
- The application of RFID for tool tracking on construction job sites by developing a tool tracking and inventory system capable of storing operation and maintenance data [23];
- Integrating bar-coding and RFID to automate data collection from the construction site to track project cost and schedule information [7];
- Development of an automated model for materials management and control with the application of RFID technology [24];
- A model to track the progress of percentage completed in construction projects by the adoption of RFID and wireless technologies [25];
- Automating the task of tracking the delivery and receipt of fabricated pipe spools in industrial projects by using RFID technology to address some problems of current methods for tracking pipe spools through automation the current tracking process [26];
- The utilisation of RFID for tracking precast concrete components and their historical information from fabrication to post construction [27];
- Implementation of RFID in the construction process to provide a procedure for helping contractors and owners to determine the type of RFID configuration that best fits their applications [8]; and
- The development of a prototype system for identification and spatial tracking of structural steel members at the construction site [28].

### IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR REAL-TIME MATERIALS TRACKING

There are important to transform manual practices to automatic practices to improve the overall practices in handling materials to become more efficient and effective, and also provided with real-time information. Emerging technologies (such as RFID, wireless system) are expected to help in tracking activities to overcome human error in materials identification and reduce congestion time due to constraints of site storage. Materials management in large-scale projects is required to be efficient and effective [29], and also has the potential to employ RFID to facilitate materials management processes for complex projects, particularly with regard to storing a large amount of data compared with bar codes [8]. Accordingly, there is scope to make more use of computer-based systems to improve materials management in construction sites [30]. However, from the literature review findings there is a lack of positive examples of such tools...
having been employed effectively. The development of the real-time materials tracking process is intended to improve materials tracking and overall process of materials management on the construction site. The proposed process consists of: (1) Materials Delivery; (2) Materials Storage; (3) Materials Use; (4) On-site Control Centre; and Report Transmission as depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Components of Real-Time Materials Tracking](image-url)

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a review of materials management and employment of RFID technology in construction projects. It discussed the materials management on construction projects and potential to employ RFID in materials management practices. It clearly identified that these are important for effectively managing materials management in the construction project in order to provide better handling of construction materials to provide an overall performance of construction projects in term of time, budget (cost) and quality. The employment of RFID to support current practices of materials management in the construction site is considered improving for effective managing construction materials on site. In this paper, the emerging technologies such as RFID are discovered to be a potential for improving materials management especially for tracking of materials. The next stages of this research will examine the proposed real-time materials tracking process with employment of RFID in the construction industry.
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